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2 Mhaskar and PrestinTheorem X.7.14). There is a very close connection between the existenceof such inequalities, the boundedness of interpolatory operators, and thatof the partial sum operators (cf. [3], [4].) Similar inequalities have beenstudied by many authors in connection with orthogonal polynomial expan-sions and Lagrange interpolation at the zeros of orthogonal polynomials,both in the case of generalized Jacobi weights on [�1; 1] and the Freud-type and more general weights on the whole real axis ([10], [24], [25]). Inthe context of spline spaces, analogous questions have been studied in [18].The mean convergence of interpolatory processes have been studied alsoby Varma and his collaborators. For example, Erd�os-Feldheim-type resultsare obtained in [22] and [23].This theory is usually not applicable in the \extreme cases"; i.e., in thecase when one is interested in either the uniform convergence or convergencein the L1 norm. It is well known that Lagrange interpolation polynomials,and in general also the Fourier operators are not convergent either uniformlyor in the L1 sense. In the case of trigonometric series, a useful substitutefor the partial sums of the Fourier series is the shifted arithmetic mean(1=n)P2nk=n+1 sk where sk is the operator of taking the k-th partial sum ofthe Fourier expansion. These operators are linear, and provide a \near best"order of approximation both in the uniform and L1 sense. They have manyother interesting properties as well (cf. [8]). These operators have beenstudied also in more general situations ([14] and references therein). In thecontext of interpolation at the zeros of generalized Jacobi and Freud-typeweight functions, we have studied certain quasi-interpolatory operators in[15].In this paper, our main purpose is to investigate the connections betweenthese operators and inequalities similar to (1). We formulate a few abstractresults in the next section. These abstract results will be illustrated inthe context of trigonometric polynomials in Section 3, generalized Jacobipolynomials in Section 4, and Freud polynomials in Section 5.2 Abstract resultsLet � be a (positive) measure on a measure space �. For a �-measurablefunction f , we writekfkp;� := (�Z jf jpd��1=p; if 1 � p <1,�� ess sup jf j; if p =1.The class Lp� consists of all functions f for which kfkp;� < 1, where twofunctions are considered equal if they are equal �-almost everywhere.



On Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund-Type Inequalities 3We may interprete the inequalities (1) as the statementkSkp;� � c1kSkp;� � c2kSkp;�;where � is the Lebesgue measure and � is a discrete measure. The partialsum operator for the Fourier series and the Lagrange interpolation operatorat the jump points of � can be expressed in the form R f(t)Dn(��t)d�(t) andR f(t)Dn(� � t)d�(t) respectively, where Dn is the Dirichlet kernel. Similarexpressions hold also for orthogonal expansions and Lagrange interpolationpolynomials at the zeros of orthogonal polynomials.Motivated by these examples, we consider two �-�nite measures � and� on a measure space �, and corresponding operators (when de�ned)T (� ; f; x) := Z f(t)K(x; t)d� (t); � = �; �;where K is a symmetric function. We assume that K is essentially boundedas well as integrable with respect to all the product measures �� �, � � �,and � � �. We also consider two weight functions, w and W , which areboth measurable and positive almost everywhere with respect to both �and �. We will adopt the convention that the symbols c; c1; c2; : : : willdenote positive constants depending only on � and other �xed constantsof the problem under consideration, such as the norms and other explicitlyindicated quantities. Their values may be di�erent at di�erent occurrences,even within a single formula. In this context, � is not considered to be a�xed parameter. We are intentionally vague regarding the weight functionsand the norms. In applications, it will be clearly speci�ed if the constantsdepend upon these paramters or not.Let 1 � p � 1. By condition I(p), we denote the statementkw(wW )�1=pT (�; f)kp;� � ckW (wW )�1=pfkp;� ; f 2 L1�:By condition O(p), we denote the statementkw(wW )�1=pT (�; f)kp;� � ckW (wW )�1=pfkp;�; f 2 L1�;where we note that the constants in both the above inequalities dependupon �, and not upon �. We are also interested in the following variationof the condition O(p), to be denoted by C(p):kw(wW )�1=pT (�; f)kp;� � ckW (wW )�1=pfkp;�; f 2 L1�:In typical applications, � will be a discrete measure, and � will be a con-tinuous measure. The condition O(p) then appears to be weaker than bothC(p) and I(p), as we are estimating only a few values of the continuous op-erator in terms of the integrals over the whole domain of �. Nevertheless,the following theorem shows a close connection between these conditions.



4 Mhaskar and PrestinTheorem 1 Let �, � be �-�nite measures on a measure space �, 1 � p �q � r � 1, and p0 be the conjugate index for p. Further suppose that wand W�1 are in both L1� and L1�.(a) Let f; g : �! IR, and f(x)g(t)K(x; t) be integrable with respect to theproduct measures �(t)� �(x). Then the following reciprocity law holds.Z fT (�; g)d� = Z T (�; f)gd�:(b) The conditions I(p) and O(p0) are equivalent. The conditions C(p) andC(p0) are equivalent.(c) The conditions I(p) and I(r) together imply I(q). The conditions O(p)and O(r) together imply O(q). The conditions C(p) and C(r) together implyC(q).Proof. By Fubini's theorem and the fact that K(x; t) = K(t; x), we haveZ f(x)T (�; g; x)d�(x) = Z f(x) Z g(t)K(x; t)d�(t)d�(x)= Z g(t) Z f(x)K(x; t)d�(x)d�(t)= Z g(t)T (�; f; t)d�(t):This proves part (a).To verify part (b), we �rst prove that O(p0) implies I(p). Let g : �! IRbe an arbitrary, �-measurable, simple function such that kgkp0;� � 1. Anapplication of H�older's inequality,kw(wW )�1=pk1;� � kw1=p0kp0;�kW�1=pkp;� = kwk1=p01;� kW�1k1=p1;� ;shows that w(wW )�1=p 2 L1�. Since g is �-essentially bounded, the functionT (�;w(wW )�1=pg) is well de�ned, and the conditions of part (a) are alsosatis�ed. Then using the reciprocity law and the facts thatW�1(wW )1=p =w(wW )�1=p0 , O(p0), and w(wW )�1=p = W�1(wW )1=p0 , we obtain���� Z w(wW )�1=pT (�; f)gd����� = ���� Z fT (�;w(wW )�1=pg)d������ kW (wW )�1=pfkp;�kw(wW )�1=p0T (�;w(wW )�1=pg)kp0 ;�� ckW (wW )�1=pfkp;�kW (wW )�1=p0w(wW )�1=pgkp0;�� ckW (wW )�1=pfkp;� :



On Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund-Type Inequalities 5Since kw(wW )�1=pT (�; f)kp;� = sup ���� Z w(wW )�1=pT (�; f)gd�����;where the supremum is taken over all �-measurable simple functions g withkgkp0;� � 1, we have proved I(p). Similarly, the condition I(p) impliesO(p0). Finally, we observe that when � = �, the conditions I(p), C(p) andO(p) are the same. This completes the proof of part (b).If I(p) and I(r) both hold, then the Stein-Weiss interpolation theorem([2], Corollary 5.5.2) implies I(q). The other assertions are proved in thesame way.In order to relate Theorem 1 with the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund-type (M-Z) inequalities, we restrict ourselves to the case when w = W . We consideran increasing sequence of sets f�kg, �k � �k+1, k = 0; 1; : : : ; which maybe thought of as subsets of each of the spaces L1� \ L1� and L1� \ L1� . Wenext consider a sequence of symmetric kernel functions Kk, and operatorsTk de�ned (if possible) byTk(� ; f; x) := Z f(t)Kk(x; t)d� (t); � = �; �; k = 1; 2; : : : :In applications, the measure � will also depend upon n, but we do not needthis fact in the current abstract formulation of our results. We assume thatthere exist integers a � 1 and b such thatTk(� ; f) 2 �ak+b; � = �; �; k = 1; 2; : : : :Sometimes, we also assume the following reproducing property, referred toas Rn: Tk(� ;P ) = P; P 2 �k; � = �; �; k = 1; 2; : : : ; n:In applications, we will choose �, depending upon n, so that the condi-tion Rn will be satis�ed. The condition In(p) (respectively On(p), Cn(p))denotes the fact that each of the operators Tk, 1 � k � n, satis�es thecondition I(p) (respectively O(p), C(p)). Clearly, the conditions On(p)(with w = W ) and the reproducing property Rn imply the \simpler" M-Zinequality kw(p�2)=pPkp;� � ckw(p�2)=pPkp;�; P 2 �n :This condition will be referred to as SMZn(p). By the full M-Z inequality,to be denoted by MZn(p), we mean the estimateskw(p�2)=pPkp;� � c1kw(p�2)=pPkp;� � c2kw(p�2)=pPkp;�; P 2 �n :The following theorem gives several connections between the variousconditions de�ned above.



6 Mhaskar and PrestinTheorem 2 Let �, � be as in Theorem 1, n � 1 be an integer, w = W ,and w, w�1 be in both L1� and L1� .(a) Let Rn hold and let 1 � p � 2 � r � 1. The conditions On(p), On(r)(or In(p), In(r)) together imply the full M-Z inequalities MZn(q) for eachq with max(p; r0) � q � min(p0; r) where p0 be the conjugate index of p.(b) Let 1 � p � 1, and SMZan+b(p0) hold. The condition Cn(p) impliesIn(p).(c) Let p; p0 be as above, and MZan+b(p0) hold. The condition In(p) impliesCn(p).Proof. In view of Theorem 1(c), the conditions On(p) and On(r) togetherimply each of the conditions On(s), p � s � r. Theorem 1(b) then yieldsthe conditions In(s0), r0 � s0 � p0. Thus, each of the conditions On(q) andIn(q) hold for max(p; r0) � q � min(p0; r). The part (a) then follows easilyfrom the reproduction property Rn.Next, we prove part (b). Let 1 � k � n be an integer, and Cn(p) hold.Theorem 1(b) then implies Cn(p0). Let wp0 := w(p0�2)=p0 . Since Tk(�; f) 2�an+b for all f for which it is de�ned, the conditions SMZan+b(p0) andCn(p0) together implykwp0Tk(�; f)kp0;� � ckwp0Tk(�; f)kp0;� � ckwp0fkp0;�;which is the condition On(p0). In turn, this implies In(p).Finally, we prove part (c). The condition In(p) impliesOn(p0). Togetherwith MZan+b(p0), this gives for integer 1 � k � nkwp0Tk(�; f)kp0;� � ckwp0Tk(�; f)kp0 ;� � ckwp0fkp0;�:Thus, Cn(p0) holds, and therefore, Cn(p) holds.3 Trigonometric approximation.In this section, let � be the Lebesgue measure on [��; �], normalized to be1. All functions will be assumed to be 2�-periodic. If f 2 L1�, and n � 1 isan integer, the n-th partial sum of its Fourier series is given bys�n(f; x) = Z ��� f(t)Dn(x� t)d�(t);where the Dirichlet kernel is de�ned byDn(t) := sin((n+ 1=2)t)sin(t=2) :



On Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund-Type Inequalities 7Let ` � 0 be an integer. The de la Vall�ee Poussin operators are de�ned byP �n;`(f; x) := Z ��� f(t)V �n;`(x; t)d�(t);where the kernel function V �n;` is de�ned byV �n;`(x; t) := 1`+ 1 n+X̀k=nDk(x� t):Let m � 1 be an integer, �� < x1;m < � � � < x2m+1;m � � be any distinctpoints, and �m be the measure that associates the mass 1=(2m + 1) witheach of these points. As an application of our results in Section 2, we studythe convergence behavior of the discretized de la Vall�ee Poussin operators,de�ned by L�n;`;m(f; x) = Z ��� f(t)V �n;`(x; t)d�m(t):The class of all trigonometric polynomials of order at most n will be denotedby IHn. In the notation of Section 2, �n = IHn, Kn = V �n;`, Tn(�; f) =P �n;`(f), Tn(�m; f) = L�n;`;m(f), a = 1, b = `, and w = W = 1. For 1 � p <1, let Rp denote the class of all 2�-periodic, Riemann integrable functions,and let R1 denote the class of all continuous 2�-periodic functions. Wewish to estimate kf � L�n;`;m(f)kp;� for all f 2 Rp. This estimate will begiven in terms of the degree of best one-sided trigonometric approximation,de�ned for f 2 Rp by ~En;p(f) := inffkQ� Rkp;�gwhere the in�mum is over all Q;R 2 IHn for which Q(x) � f(x) � R(x) forall x 2 [��; �]. There are several known Jackson-type estimates for ~En;p(f)(cf. [19]). These imply that ~En;p(f)! 0 as n!1 for every f 2 Rp.Theorem 3 Let n � ` � �n, m � n+ `, andmin1�k�2m+1 jxk+1;m � xk;mj � c=m; (2)where x2m+2;m := x1;m. Then for any f 2 Rp,kL�n;`;m(f)kp;� � � c(�)kfkp;�m ; if � > 1, 1 � p � 1,c(p)kfkp;�m ; if 1 < p <1. (3)Further, suppose that the nodes fxk;mg are chosen so that L�n;`;m(T ) = Tfor every T 2 IHn. If f 2 Rp, we havekf � L�n;`;m(f)kp;� � � c(�) ~En;p(f); if � > 1, 1 � p � 1,c(p) ~En;p(f); if 1 < p <1.



8 Mhaskar and PrestinProof. It is known [10] that the condition (2) implies SMZn+`(p) for everyp, 1 � p � 1. It is also known ([8], [21]) that for any f 2 Lp�,kP �n;`(f)kp;� � � c(�)kfkp;�; if � > 1, 1 � p �1,c(p)kfkp;�; if 1 < p <1. (4)Thus, the condition Cn(p) is satis�ed for all p, 1 < p < 1, and even forp = 1;1 if � > 1. Since SMZn+`(p0) holds as well, Theorem 2(b) impliesIn(p) for the same values of p. This is (3).Next, let 1 < p < 1, f 2 Rp, Q;R 2 IHn be chosen so that Q(x) �f(x) � R(x) for all x 2 [��; �] and kQ � Rkp;� � 2 ~En;p(f). Using thereproduction property, the bounds (3), and the condition SMZn+`(p), wededuce thatkf � L�n;`;m(f)kp;� = kf �Q� L�n;`;m(f �Q)kp;�� kf �Qkp;� + c(p)kf � Qkp;�m� kR�Qkp;� + c(p)kR�Qkp;�m� c1(p)kR� Qkp;� � c2(p) ~En;p(f):The remaining assertion is proved in the same way.We end this section with a few remarks comparing the quantity ~En;p(f)with the degree of best approximation of f , de�ned byEn;p(f) := infQ2IHn kQ� fkp;�:In view of (4), one easily concludes thatkf � P �n;`(f)kp;� � cEn;p(f):The integral operator P �n;` neglects the behavior of its argument f on a set ofmeasure zero, whereas the estimates on the discrete operator L�n;`;m dependupon countably many points through the best one-sided approximation(cf. also [6]). However, if f is of bounded variation on [��; �], and possessesat least one jump, then it is known [19] thatcn�1=p � En;p(f) � ~En;p(f) � c1n�1=p:Our results imply in this case thatcn�1=p � kf � L�n;`;m(f)kp;� � cn�1=p:If f 62 Rp, then the sequence L�n;`;m(f), even if well de�ned, may notconverge.



On Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund-Type Inequalities 94 Generalized Jacobi polynomialsA generalized Jacobi weight is a function of the formw(x) :=8<: �Yk=1(x� �k)�k ; x 2 [�1; 1],0; otherwise, (5)where � � 2 is an integer, �1 =: �� < � � � < �1 := 1, and �k > �1 fork = 1; : : : ; �. The class of generalized Jacobi weights will be denoted byGJ . In this and the next section, Pn denotes the class of all polynomialsof degree at most n. Associated with a weight w 2 GJ , there is a systemof orthonormalized polynomials fpk 2 Pkg, called generalized Jacobi poly-nomials. For each integer m � 1, the polynomial pm has m distinct zerosfxk;mg on the interval [�1; 1]. Further, there exist positive numbers �k;msuch that Z 1�1 P (t)w(t)dt = mXk=1�k;mP (xk;m); P 2 P2m�1:Generalized Jacobi polynomials have been studied extensively by Nevai [17].Following [17], if w 2 GJ is of the form (5), and m � 1 is an integer, wewrite for x 2 [�1; 1],wm(x) := �p1� x+ 1m�2�1+1 ��1Yk=2�jx� �kj+ 1m��k�p1 + x+ 1m�2��+1:If w is the Legendre weight, i.e., �k = 0, k = 1; : : : ; �, then it is easy to seethat c1wm(x) � �m(x) :=p1� x2 + 1m � c2wm(x):In the rest of this section, the constants c; c1; : : : may depend upon w.We let � the measure w(t)dt, and �m be the measure that associates themass �k;m with the zero xk;m. The de la Vall�ee Poussin kernel is de�nedby Vn(x; t) := nXk=0pk(x)pk(t) + 2n�1Xk=n+1�2� kn�pk(x)pk(t):The de la Vall�ee Poussin-type operator is de�ned byvn(f; x) := Z 1�1 f(t)Vn(x; t)w(t)dt;



10 Mhaskar and Prestinand its discrete analogue is de�ned for f : [�1; 1]! IR by�n;m(f; x) := Z 1�1 f(t)Vn(x; t)d�m(t):If m � 2n, the operators satisfy �n;m(P ) = vn(P ) = P for every P 2 Pn.In the language of Section 2, T (�; f) = vn(f), T (�m; f) = �n;m(f),a = 2, b = �1. We let  2 (�1; 1), and take gn := �pnpwn in placeof the weight w of Section 2. In place of the weight W of Section 2, wetake G(x) := (1�x2)=2pw(x), where w 2 GJ is the �xed weight functionconsidered in this section. It is easy to verify that gn and G�1 are both inL1�. In [15], we have proved that if 2n � m � Ln for some constant L, thenkgnvn(f)k1;� � ckGfk1;�;kgn�n;m(f)k1;� � ckGfk1;�m ;where the constants may depend upon w, , and L only. Thus, we haveproved C(1) (and hence, O(1)) and I(1) in the language of Section2. Since the weight functions are not the same on both sides of theseinequalities, we may not apply Theorem 2 directly in this context. We mayapply Theorem 1. Together with the reproducing property Rn, this givesthe following theorem.Theorem 4 Let w 2 GJ , �1 <  < 1, 1 � p � 1, L � 2, n � 1,2n � m � Ln be integers. Letgn := �pnpwn; G(x) := (1� x2)=2pw(x):Then kgn(gnG)�1=pvn(f)kp;� � ckG(gnG)�1=pfkp;�;kgn(gnG)�1=p�n;m(f)kp;� � ckG(gnG)�1=pfkp;�m ;kgn(gnG)�1=pvn(f)kp;�m � ckG(gnG)�1=pfkp;�:For any polynomial P 2 Pn,kgn(gnG)�1=pPkp;�m � ckG(gnG)�1=pPkp;� ; (6)kgn(gnG)�1=pPkp;� � ckG(gnG)�1=pPkp;�m : (7)In the same manner as described for the trigonometric polynomial case, theapproximation error for vn(f) and �n;m(f) could be bounded by a weightedbest one-sided approximation. The convergence order of such weighted bestone-sided approximation has been investigated in e.g. [5], [16], [20], [13].



On Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund-Type Inequalities 11In (6), (7), the number of nodes at which the polynomials are evaluatedis greater than the degree of the polynomials, and we do not have a completeequivalence required by the condition MZn(p). The conditions SMZn(p)are proved in [17] and [10] with di�erent discrete measures �n, where thenumber of nodes is less than the degree of the polynomials involved. Inlight of the results of Y. Xu [24] regarding the mean boundedness of theFourier sums and of Kallaev [7] regarding the uniform boundedness of the dela Vall�ee Poussin operators for certain ultraspherical polynomials, resultsanalogous to Theorem 3 can also be obtained. However, since this doesnot add any new insight to the problem, we do not present the details. Inconclusion, we note that Y. Xu [24], [25] has studied the conditionsMZn(p),again with di�erent discrete measures. These results require more stringentconditions on the weights involved than those in Theorem 4. Moreover,these do not apply in the extreme cases p = 1;1.5 Freud-type weight functionsLet w : IR ! (0;1), and Q := log(1=w). The function w is called aFreud-type weight function if each of the following conditions is satis�ed.The function Q is an even, convex function on IR, Q is twice continuouslydi�erentiable on (0;1) and there are constants c1 and c2 such that0 < c1 � xQ00(x)Q0(x) � c2 <1; 0 < x <1 :The most commonly discussed examples include exp(�jxj�), � > 1. Asso-ciated with the Freud-type weight function w, there is a system of numbersfaxg, called MRS-numbers, de�ned for x > 0 by the equationsx = 2� Z 10 axtQ0(axt)p1� t2 dt :One of the most important properties of ax is the following: For everyinteger n � 1 and P 2 Pn,maxx2IR jP (x)w(x)j= maxjxj�an jP (x)w(x)j :For a detailed discussion of approximation theory involving these weightfunctions, we refer the reader to [14].In the remainder of this section, w will denote a �xed Freud-type weightfunction, the measure � will be the measure w2(x)dx on IR, fpkg will denotethe sequence of polynomials orthonormal on IR with respect to the measure



12 Mhaskar and Prestin�. For each integer n � 1, the polynomial pn has n real and simple zeros,fxk;ng. We have the following quadrature formula for all P 2 P2n�1:ZIRP (t)d�(t) = nXk=1�k;nP (xk;n);where the Cotes' numbers �k;n are all positive. The measure �n associatesthe mass �k;n with the point xk;n. In the remainder of this section, allconstants c; c1; : : : will depend upon w.The de la Vall�ee Poussin kernel for the Freud-type weight function isde�ned byVn(x; t) := nXk=0pk(x)pk(t) + 2n�1Xk=n+1�2� kn�pk(x)pk(t):If 1 � p � 1, the de la Vall�ee Poussin operator is de�ned for w(p�2)=pf 2Lp� by vn(f; x) := ZIR f(t)Vn(x; t)d�(t);and its discretized version is de�ned for all f : IR! IR by�n;m(f; x) := ZIR f(t)Vn(x; t)d�m(t):In the notation of Section 2, �n = Pn, Kn = Vn, Tn(�; f) = vn(f),Tn(�m; f) = �n;m(f), the weights w and W are both equal to the �xedFreud-type weight function w, a = 2, and b = �1. It is not di�cult toverify that both w and w�1 are in L1�. It is known [14] that the conditionsCn(p) are satis�ed for all p, 1 � p � 1. Moreover, if m � 2n then thereproducing property Rn also holds.Theorem 5 Let 1 � p � 1. Let w be a Freud-type weight function, andQ := log(1=w) satisfy the following Lipschitz condition:jQ0(ay cos �) � Q0(ay cos �)j � c yay j� � �j�; y > 0;where c and � are positive constants independent of y. Let L; � > 0, n � 1be an integer, and (2 + �)n � m � Ln. Then for each P 2 Pn,kw(p�2)=pPkp;� � c1kw(p�2)=pPkp;�m � c2kw(p�2)=pPkp;�: (8)Further, for any f : IR! IR,kw(p�2)=p�n;m(f)kp;� � ckw(p�2)=pfkp;�m : (9)
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